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This chapter is designed to be an introduction to impact factors and how they are
calculated. It goes on to look at some of the major issues that need to be considered when evaluating journal impact factors.The chapter considers implications
of the cause and effect of subject differences in impact factors and different
article types such as news items, editorials and review articles.The paper also
considers the skewed distribution of citations to articles within a journal and the
relationship between journal size and impact factor changes between years.

What are impact factors?
At the simplest level, journal impact factors give the average number of citations to articles in a particular
journal; essentially, the average number of times that articles in a journal are referenced by other articles.
Impact factors were conceptualized by Eugene Garfield and Irving H Sher in the 1960s as an aid to
evaluating journals for inclusion in Current Contents® and the Science Citation Index® 1, 2.
An average citation measure was needed to account for the effects of the size and age of a journal on
the total number of citations it receives. Older and larger journals will generally receive more citations
because they have larger bodies of previously published articles available to be cited.
Calculating an impact factor requires a denominator (the total number of articles published) and a
numerator (the total number of citations to those articles). A time period, or ‘window,’ needs to be defined
for both of these variables.
The publication window is the period during which the articles included in the calculation were
published. The citation window is the period during which citations to these articles were counted.
Today, the term ‘impact factor’ most commonly refers to figures calculated and published by Thomson
Reuters each year in the Science and Social Sciences Editions of the Journal Citation Reports (JCR). Thomson
had acquired ISI and all its products in 1992 and merged with Reuters in 2008 to form Thomson Reuters.
These figures give a two-year impact factor and use very specific publication and citation windows. The
citation window here is the impact factor year, and the publication window refers to the two previous
years. Therefore, the 2007 JCR impact factors (released in 2008) were calculated as follows:
number of citations in 2007 to articles published in 2005 and 2006 in Journal X
number of articles published in 2005 and 2006 in Journal X
For example, the 2007 impact factor for Advances in Physics was calculated as follows:
Citations in 2007 to articles published in Advances in Physics in 2005 = 115
Citations in 2007 to articles published in Advances in Physics in 2006 = 86
Total citations received in 2007 to articles published in 2005 and 2006 = 201
Number of articles published in Advances in Physics in 2005 = 12
Number of articles published in Advances in Physics in 2006 = 9
Total number of articles published in 2005 and 2006 = 21
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citations in 2007 to articles published in 2005 and 2006
2007 impact factor =
number of articles published in 2005 and 2006
2007 impact factor for Advances in Physics =

201
= 9.571
21

For the rest of this article ‘impact factor’ will refer to the two-year JCR impact factor unless stated otherwise.
The use of the JCR model has the following implications:
■

■

each article published is included in the denominator for two impact factor years (the two years after
the year of publication). Thus, an article published in 2005 will be included in both the 2006 and 2007
impact factors
citations received in the year of publication or in the third year after publication or later will not count
towards any impact factor calculation.

Impact factors have been adopted for use as measures of journal quality based on the premise that: “the
value of information is determined by those who use it” 3, the idea being that the value of a journal can be
measured by the number of times its use is formalized in the form of a citation. Thomson Reuters has
suggested that impact factors can be useful tools for the management of library journal collections. There
are, however, several issues associated with the use of impact factors as measures of quality and it is
important to understand these before utilizing impact factor data in any decision-making process. The rest
of this chapter will look in some depth at many of these issues.

Subject variation in impact factors

JCR category

The average number of citations to articles during the two years after publication varies considerably
across different subject fields. This leads to impact factors of very different magnitudes between fields, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The impact factors plotted here are calculated by counting the number of citations
in the current year to articles published by all journals in the category in the two previous years then
dividing this by the total number of these articles. Thus, these figures represent the average number of
times an article in the field has been cited: the impact factor of the entire category.

Category aggregate impact factor
Figure 1. Impact factors for 15 categories from the 2007 JCRs
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JCR category

The 15 categories shown in Figure 1 are from a very wide range of fields from both the Science and
Social Sciences Editions of the JCR. However, even within a more closely-related group of subject
categories, there can be high variation in impact factors. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the
category impact factors for nine sub-fields within physics.

Category aggregate impact factor
Figure 2. Impact factors for nine physics categories from the 2007 JCR Science Edition

What causes subject variation in impact factors?
Subject variations in impact factor are due to both different levels and patterns of citation activity between
journals in different fields. Figure 3 shows the general magnitude of citation levels after publication for six
subject categories. As shown here, there are major differences in the number of citations to articles in each

Figure 3. Subject variation in citation levels after publication
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of the different subject areas, with those in cell biology, for example, receiving many more citations at all
points after publication than those in economics or maths.
One possible reason for higher citation levels in some fields is variation in the average number of
authors per article. There is some evidence that highly-cited articles tend to have more authors4 and that
subject fields with more authors per paper tend to have higher impact factors5. This is probably due to the
tendency of authors to cite their own work and that of their research team.
Varying publication behaviours in different subject fields also contribute to differing levels of citations;
for example, in many of the social sciences greater use is made of books as a method of dissemination than
in the hard sciences. This means that a relatively high proportion of references from journal articles in
these fields go to books6, reducing the total number of inter-journal citations. Equally, many of the citations
in these fields may come from references within books and these are mostly not captured by Thomson
Reuters7,8. In engineering a similar effect occurs with many citations going to material published in
conference proceedings rather than in traditional journals9.
Applied fields also differ from basic research fields in terms of the total number of citations. Journals in
applied fields are more likely to reference journals in related basic research fields than other applied
journals. There is no comparable flow of citations back from the basic research journals. Thus, basic
research fields tend to receive more citations than related applied fields and, therefore, have higher impact
factors. For example, journals in basic medicine fields generally have higher impact factors than those in
clinical medicine fields10. We can also see from Figure 2 that the applied physics category has a relatively
low impact factor compared to most of the other physics categories.
A difference in the level of coverage by Thomson Reuters across subject fields is another major
contributor to varying magnitudes of citation activity as measured by the JCR11. Citation data in the JCR
comes only from publications that are indexed by Thomson Reuters. Figure 4, which is based on data from
Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory, illustrates the different levels of coverage of journals by Thomson Reuters
across broad fields. Science subjects are in blue and social science and humanities subjects in yellow.

* Does not include titles only listed in the Arts & Humanities Citation Index

Figure 4. Percentage of active, refereed, academic/scholarly titles covered in the JCR by subject, according to Ulrichs (June 2008)

The source list for citations in the JCR is slightly broader than the journals covered within, additionally
incorporating any citations from titles covered in the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, ISI Proceedings
and the Biosis database. However, these additional sources do not compensate for the different levels of
coverage across fields.
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In subject fields with lower coverage, a higher proportion of citations from the field will not be captured
in the JCR data set and this will lead to lower recorded citation levels. Figure 4 illustrates generally low
coverage in social science fields and this is likely to be a contributing factor towards lower recorded
citation levels and therefore lower impact factors in the social sciences JCR.
In addition to different levels of recorded citation activity between fields, different citation patterns also
affect the magnitude of impact factors. Figure 5 shows the percentage of lifetime citations received by year
since publication for the same six subject categories. As mentioned earlier, only citations received in the
two calendar years after publication count towards an impact factor. These citations are those that fall
within the impact factor window as shown in blue in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Subject variation in citation distributions

Figure 5 clearly illustrates that the proportion of citations falling within the impact factor window varies
considerably between subject areas. Approximately 22% of lifetime citations to cell biology articles fall
within this window compared to only around 8% of citations to articles in economics or maths. This
compounds the difference in impact factors between these fields since cell biology articles not only receive
more citations in total, but a higher proportion of these contribute towards impact factors.

Why a two-year impact factor?
As mentioned earlier, impact factors were originally devised to help with journal selection for inclusion in
Current Contents products. At the time of the inception of impact factors, the primary fields of focus for
Current Contents were fields related to molecular biology and biochemistry12. In these fields, 25% of
citations received in a particular year were accounted for by articles published in that year and the two
previous years13. Thus, using a measure that only included citations to recent articles was considered
appropriate in this context.
A similar pattern of citations can still be seen in these and other fast-moving fields, as illustrated by the
pattern of citations (the ‘citation curve’) for cell biology in Figure 5. However, since the citation curve is
clearly not the same for all fields, many commentators have argued for the publication of more long-term
impact measures that would take into consideration a greater proportion of lifetime citations for slowermoving fields14, 15.
Thomson Reuters justifies its continued publication of two-year impact factors on the basis of two main
characteristics of this particular metric: it is both current and responsive16. Using citations in the current
5
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year (where ‘current year’ refers to the impact factor year rather than the year of JCR publication, which
is the year after) and articles in the two previous years ensures that JCR impact factors are highly sensitive
to recent changes in citation activity.
For example, a journal’s JCR impact factor will respond to papers or topical issues that receive an
abnormally high number of citations, but will not be skewed for more than two years. Using a longer
publication window would dilute these effects but would include them for a longer period. Thomson
Reuters considers this sensitivity to be one of the strengths of the JCR impact factor. However, it could also
be considered a weakness since it means that several years of impact factors need to be considered to
gauge the general impact of a title.
Another advantage of the JCR impact factor is that it only requires three years’ worth of data (two
publication years and one citation year) to calculate. Alternative metrics that have been suggested, such
as five- or seven-year impact factors, would take over twice as long to produce. Considering the
importance that has been, rightly or wrongly, assigned to impact factors, this extended delay could be
highly detrimental to new journals trying to establish themselves.
Currently, the two-year measure continues to be the only official impact factor published in the annual
JCR. Thomson Reuters, however, does acknowledge that a longer-term impact measure may be more
appropriate in some fields and recent communications with Thomson Reuters’ staff suggest that a fiveyear measure may be included in a forthcoming update to the 2007 JCR.
In the meantime, a couple of ways in which a five-year measure can be calculated from data available
in the JCR have been suggested17,18. Extended impact measures for journals can also be calculated from
data available in another Thomson Reuters product, the Journal Performance Indicators19. This product
allows comparison to field-specific baselines.

Consequences of subject variations in impact factors
The high variation in average impact across different subject areas means that impact factors cannot be
used to compare journals from different subject areas. This is why the journals covered by the JCR are
classified into fairly narrow subject categories. It is only at this level that journals should be ranked
according to their impact factors.
Even within the JCR subject categories some journals will have a subject advantage over others, for
example, where a subject category contains both basic research and applied journals – practice-based and
educational journals often have particularly low impact factors compared to the basic research journals
listed in the same categories. There can also be a subject advantage in categories which are
multidisciplinary by nature, for example, social science journals such as the Journal of Sports Management
and Journal of the Philosophy of Sport in the sports sciences categories tend to rank lower than the majority
of the sports medicine titles in the same category. All these factors need to be considered when comparing
journal rankings within a subject category.
Subject variation in impact factors is also one of the reasons it is unwise to create an ‘average impact
factor’ for a publisher’s entire list of journals. Now that many publishers offer ‘bulk sales deals’ it can be
tempting to try and gauge the quality of such an offering by creating an average impact factor for the
journals included in the deal. However, if subject differences mean that the impact factors of journals from
different fields cannot be compared, then it follows that the data should not be combined either. This sort
of publisher-wide averaging of impact factors will always favour publishers with strong life sciences
programmes over those with stronger social science programmes. Since impact factors can vary even
between quite closely related fields, as shown in Figure 2, averaging impact factors across even a single
subject package is unlikely to give a fair view of the quality of the package. The same is true of trying to
compare publishers on the basis of price per impact factor where journals from multiple JCR categories
are included in the analysis, for example, the LISU report on ‘Trends in Scholarly Journal Publishing’,
which combines such diverse categories as educational psychology and cell biology (which have 2007
category aggregate impact factors of 1.154 and 5.603, respectively) into one analysis on biomedical titles20.
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Is every published item counted?
Many journals publish non-substantive items such as news articles, editorials, letters to the editor and
meeting abstracts, often referred to as ‘non-source items’. These items are usually never cited and, so that
journals publishing this material are not unduly penalized, they are not counted in the article total
(denominator) for JCR impact factor calculations.
Although these ‘non-source items’ are rarely cited, there are exceptions and, interestingly, these
citations do count towards the citation total (the numerator of the calculation). This discrepancy between
what is counted in the two halves of the calculation arises due to the method used by the JCR division at
Thomson Reuters to count citations to a journal.
The system searches the reference lists of articles published in the impact factor year for journal titles
and publication years only. Citations are not matched to individual published items and for that reason
the system does not differentiate between citations to source items and those to non-source items. So, for
example, in the reference below, the JCR would record a citation to the 2005 volume of Contemporary
Physics but would not capture any more detailed information about the actual article that had been cited.
BIER, M. (2005) Modelling processive motor proteins: moving on two legs in the microscopic realm.
CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS 46: 4.
Other departments at Thomson Reuters do match citation data at the individual article level and this
information is used to compile products such as ISI Journal Performance Indicators (JPI) and Essential Science
Indicators SM. The data used in the JCR, however, continues to be collected at the journal level.
The consequence of this discrepancy is that journals publishing a large number of ‘non-source items’
(this is more common in some fields, such as medicine) or journals publishing particularly interesting
‘non-source items’ can have artificially inflated JCR impact factors. For these journals, citations are being
counted in the numerator to articles that are not counted in the denominator. These citations can be
considered to be ‘free’ citations.
The number of non-source items published by particular journals can be found under the heading
‘Journal Source Data’ in the JCR. The number of ‘other items’ here refers to the number of non-source
items. This does not, however, give an indication of the number of citations these articles have received.

Review articles
Review articles, i.e. articles that attempt to sum up the current state of research on a particular topic, are
generally cited more often than primary research articles. This is because authors will often cite one review
article rather than the many primary research articles it is based on. Therefore review journals, or journals
that publish a significant amount of review content alongside their primary content, usually have higher
impact factors than other journals in their field. For example, analysing data from the 2007 JCR shows that
the aggregate 2007 impact factor for science journals publishing over 75% review articles is over 2.5 times
higher than the figure for the remaining journals.
Although the JCR lists journals from different subject areas separately to take account of subject
variation in its impact factors, it does not list review journals separately from primary journals. Therefore
review journals and journals containing a high proportion of review content are often ranked amongst the
highest journals in their fields. For instance, the top three journals in the 2007 toxicology category are
review journals and the fourth ranked journal publishes over 25% review articles. The JCR also includes
figures on the number of review articles published by each journal that it covers in the ‘Journal Source
Data’ section. It is important to consider the proportion of review content when comparing the impact
factors of different journals.
The variance in citation rates to different types of journals and journals with a different mix of articles
is another reason why it is unwise to calculate average impact factors across publisher lists. Publishers
with a large list of review journals will generally fare better in such comparisons.
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Skewed distribution of citations
Impact factors are designed to be “a measure of the frequency with which the ‘average article’ in a journal has
been cited in a particular year” 21. However, the distribution of citations to articles within a journal is
generally highly skewed with a minority of articles receiving the majority of citations especially within the
narrow impact factor windows22,23,24.

Figure 6. Distribution of citations in 2007 to articles published in 2005 and 2006 for a journal with an impact factor of 4.651

This type of skew is clearly illustrated in Figure 6, which shows the distribution of citations in 2007 to
articles published in 2005 and 2006 for a journal with an impact factor (mean number of citations) of 4.651.
In this case over 80% of articles have less than the mean number of citations, while over 40% have zero
citations within this window. Here the mean is particularly skewed by one article which received 73
citations.
What this means is that the impact factor often does not actually give a good indication of the frequency
with which the ‘average article’ has been cited. There have been calls for Thomson Reuters to produce a
median-based average for journals along with the mean25 but this would not be possible without a change
in the way the data is collected for the JCR. Data is currently collected at the journal level (see Is Every
Published Item Counted?) above and therefore measures which rely on distribution data such as medians
cannot be calculated from the current data set.

Journal size and impact factor variability
Impact factors can be highly variable from year to year, however, it is important not to read too much into
subtle changes in these figures, especially in smaller journals.
Impact factors can be thought of as the mean number of citations to a biased sample of articles from the
population of all articles in that field26. Statistically, smaller samples will have greater sampling errors than
larger ones; that is, the mean values delivered by repeated sampling will be more variable. If we envisage
impact factors as repeated samples from the same population of articles, then we would expect the impact
factors of smaller journals to be more variable, year on year, than those of larger journals.
Figure 7 shows the median change in JCR impact factor (either up or down) between 2006 and 2007, for
all journals in both JCR editions, grouped by journal size. This clearly illustrates that smaller journals have
more variable impact factors, on average, than larger ones.
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Figure 7. Median change in impact factor between 2006 and 2007 by journal size

Another way to look at this is to consider that a very small change in the total number of citations to a
journal that publishes relatively few articles a year will lead to quite a high percentage change in the
impact factor between years. This is especially true when we look at journals that have relatively low
impact factors to start with. For example, it only takes two extra citations to a journal with an impact factor
of 0.500 which publishes 20 articles a year (and so would have an impact factor denominator of 40) to
increase its score to 0.550, a 10% increase. Compare this to a much larger journal publishing 100 articles a
year with an impact factor of 4.000. This title would need to gain an extra 80 citations to see a 10% increase
to 4.400.
It is important to bear this caveat in mind when evaluating any changes in JCR impact factor between
two years. If a journal is very small, then a relatively large change in impact factor (or a consistent increase
or decrease over several years) is required to demonstrate that there has been an underlying change in the
population from which the journal draws its articles.
In addition to averaging impact factors across a list, it can be tempting to calculate the mean percentage
increase of a group of titles in an attempt to gauge the improvement of the list as a whole. However, the
high variability in impact factor is one reason to avoid this approach. In the theoretical examples given
above, both journals see an increase of 10% for very different changes in the actual number of citations
received between the two years. Both these changes would be given exactly the same weight in a simple
average of the percentage changes in impact factors across a list.
There is also a definite increase bias in such a calculation. Table 1 illustrates how increases are given a
much higher weight in mean percentage change calculations. Suppose that two theoretical journals both
publish 20 articles per year, giving both titles an impact factor denominator of 40 (2 x 20), and that one title
gains six citations and the other loses six. The average absolute change in impact factor is zero but the
mean percentage change is +45% because the increase in citations leads to a 150% increase in impact factor
compared to only a 65% decrease for the loss of citations.
This is an extreme and hypothetical example, but the principle holds across all increases and decreases.
It is worth bearing in mind that the highest possible percentage decrease for a journal is –100%, but there
Citations
year 1

IF year 1

Citations
year 2

IF year 2

Absolute Change
in IF

% Change
in IF

Journal A

4

0.100

10

0.250

+0.150

+150%

Journal B

10

0.250

4

0.001

–0.150

–65%

0

+45%

Average Change

Table 1. Illustration of the increase bias in mean percentage change calculations
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is no limit to how high a percentage increase can be. In fact there are four journals in the 2007 JCR which
have seen an impact factor increase of over 1000% compared to the 2006 figures.
What this all means is that simple mean percentage increases across a list can be highly skewed by small
journals which have seen a high percentage change in impact factor due to only a small, and quite possibly
random, change in the number of citations received. This skew is even greater when the change is an
increase.

Further information
This chapter has covered some of the basic principles that should be considered when using the JCR
impact factors. It is not intended to be a completely comprehensive look at the myriad issues that
surround the many different ways in which this ubiquitous measure is used. Those interested in these
issues may wish to follow some of the references.

Data sources/acknowledgements
Data and charts included with kind permission of Thomson Reuters and ProQuest LLC. Data sources for
individual charts are also as follows:
■
■
■

Figures 1,2,3,5 and 7 – Journal Citation Reports®. Copyright © 2008 Thomson Reuters
Figure 4 – Ulrichsweb.com™. Copyright © 2008 ProQuest LLC. All rights reserved.
Figure 6 – Web of Science®. Copyright © 2008 Thomson Reuters.
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